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Company: Caliberly

Location: abu dhabi

Category: other-general

Job Description: QA/QC EngineerLocation: AbuDhabi United Arab Emirates (UAE)Industry: Oil

Gas and FabricationExperience: 45 yearsCertifications: NDT Level 2 CSWIPJob

Summary:We are seeking a meticulous and experienced QA/QC Engineer to join our team

in the oil gas and fabrication industry. The ideal candidate will be responsible for ensuring

the quality and compliance of our projects with industry standards and regulations. The role

requires expertise in NonDestructive Testing (NDT) at Level 2 and CSWIP certification. If

you have a keen eye for detail strong analytical skills and a passion for maintaining highquality

standards we encourage you to apply.Responsibilities:Perform quality control inspections and

tests on materials products and processes to ensure compliance with project specifications and

industry standards.Conduct NonDestructive Testing (NDT) procedures at Level 2 including

ultrasonic magnetic particle liquid penetrant and radiographic testing as required.Utilize

CSWIP certification to oversee welding inspection activities ensuring adherence to welding

procedures and standards.Review engineering drawings specifications and procedures to

identify quality requirements and participate in design reviews.Develop and implement quality

control plans inspection procedures and test protocols in coordination with project

managers and engineering teams.Document inspection results maintain comprehensive

records and prepare quality reports for internal and external stakeholders.Investigate

nonconformances root causes and corrective actions to prevent recurrence and improve

quality processes.Collaborate with suppliers subcontractors and thirdparty inspectors to

verify product quality and resolve qualityrelated issues.Provide technical support and

guidance to project teams on qualityrelated matters including best practices and quality
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improvement initiatives.Stay updated on industry trends regulatory requirements and

technological advancements in quality assurance and quality

control.Requirements:Bachelors degree in Engineering or a related field.45 years of

experience in quality assurance and quality control within the oil gas or fabrication

industry.Certification in NonDestructive Testing (NDT) at Level 2 (e.g. ASNT PCN EN ISO

9712).CSWIP certification for welding inspection (e.g. CSWIP 3.1 CSWIP 3.2) is

mandatory.Strong knowledge of international codes and standards relevant to the oil gas

and fabrication industry (e.g. API ASME ASTM).Proficiency in conducting NDT techniques

such as ultrasonic testing magnetic particle testing liquid penetrant testing and radiographic

testing.Excellent analytical skills with the ability to interpret technical drawings specifications

and procedures.Effective communication skills with the ability to interact professionally with

internal and external stakeholders.Attention to detail and a commitment to maintaining

highquality standards.Ability to work independently and collaboratively in a dynamic

environment.Salary and Benefits:Salary range: AEDper month (depending on experience and

qualifications).Health insurance coverage.Transportation & Accommodation is also

provided.Annual leave and other benefits as per company policy.Opportunities for

professional development and career advancement.Remote Work :No
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